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Mars One

Off-world settlements
Living off-world has for hundreds of years
been the starry-eyed dreams of those with
massive imaginations, but little hope. Today,
we edge closer to off-world settlements,
perhaps on the Moon, Mars, or beyond,
although perhaps not as fast as some would
have us believe.

The year is 2020, a lovely well-rounded series of
numbers to type, and the beginning of a fresh new
decade. Sure, climate change is a more pressing threat
than ever before, with activists such as Ed Hawkins (of
the #ShowYourStripes initiative) and Swedish teenager
Greta Thungberg passionately campaigning to save the
world; fish stocks the world over are at risk of collapse
thanks to overfishing, with North Sea Cod expected to
disappear from UK supermarkets imminently; and the
Greenland ice sheet is melting at an alarming rate, losing
12.5 billion tonnes of ice in just one day in 2019.

Things might seem a little glum, but there’s good
news on the horizon. That is, should the human race
hold off from bringing ourselves to extinction through
war, antibiotic resistance or anti-vaxxers in the near
future, we could soon start over with a brand-new shiny
planet somewhere in space! While it’s unlikely to be the
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new ‘habitable planet’ discovered in Autumn 2019 –
which, while having liquid water, is likely to have an
atmosphere closer to Neptune than Earth thanks to its
huge mass – a true off-world settlement is certainly on
the horizon, if not in our lifetimes, then in our children’s’.

Off-world ambitions
Naturally, there have been more than a handful of
ambitious off-world settlement plans and programmes
announced in the last decade or so, some of which have
been canned – like the Mars One company, which
planned to colonise Mars by 2023, but went into
liquidation last year – and some of which continue to
make steps forward.

Elon Musk (SpaceX) and Jeff Bezos (Blue Origin) both
have some very lofty plans for off-world settlements,
and both are actively working towards the goals with
the development of re-usable launch vehicles – which
will make off-world trips more affordable, sustainable
and accessible – and crew capsules to ferry astronauts
on their interstellar travels. The European Space Agency
(ESA) and NASA are both embarked on the first steps of
other-worldly homes, while the UAE plans to establish
the first human settlement on Mars by 2117 and is
focusing on preparing specialised national cadres and
developing capabilities in the fields of space science,
research, artificial intelligence, robotics and advanced
space technologies. And then there is the Space
Kingdom of Asgardia, humankind’s first space nation -
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boasting more than one million members already -
which plans to establish habitable platforms in space
and settlements on the moon.

A sustainable settlement
Of course, a sustainable off-world settlement requires
so much more than just the ability to transport humans
to Mars. Projects all round the world are currently
exploring everything from food production, water
supplies through to animal husbandry and suitable
habitats. While there are many arguments for the
usefulness of incredible synthetic materials and the
capabilities of 3D printing in helping bring humankind’s
first off-world settlement into existence, there are a
surprising number of people calling for a more holistic
and natural approach.

Terraforming is, naturally, the easy answer, in so far
as it is simple to decide to just terraform a whole planet,
rather than adapt ourselves to it. Easier said than done,
of course. The magnetosphere, atmosphere and
temperature would all require major adjustments to
enable human life, with possible solutions including
importing hydrocarbons or ammonia, the use of orbital
mirrors, fluorine compounds, moon dust or algae. There
have been a few calls to terraform Mars over the years,
notably from Elon Musk, who wishes to detonate nuclear
bombs over the planet’s poles in order to melt and
vaporise the ice caps, liberating water and carbon
dioxide, warming the planet. He likes the idea so much
that you can buy a ‘Nuke Mars’ slogan t-shirt… Scientists
remain uncertain whether terraforming an entire planet
is actually possible, with a 2018 study from Nature
Astronomy concluding that Mars doesn’t have enough
carbon dioxide for complete terraforming. Others have
gone on record saying that instead of terraforming other
planets, perhaps we should work on re-wilding our own
to address the climate damage so many are trying to
escape.

There’s also been a great deal of discussion within
scientific communities about the role of microorganisms
in off-world settlements. A recent paper out of FEMS
Microbiology Ecology ‘Space Colonization Beyond Earth
with Microbes First’ claims that microbes would be the
ideal immediate investment to jump-start a settlement
on Mars.

“Life as we know it cannot exist without beneficial
microorganisms,” said Jose Lopez, Ph.D., a Professor at
Nova Southeastern University’s (NSU) Halmos College
of Natural Sciences and Oceanography. “They are here
on our planet and help define symbiotic associations -
the living together of multiple organisms to create a
greater whole. To survive on a barren (and as far as all
voyages to date tell us) sterile planets, we will have to
take beneficial microbes with us. This will take time to
prepare, discern and we are not advocating a rush to
inoculate, but only after rigorous, systematic research
on Earth.”

The paper has asserted that microbes should in fact
be the first landing party for any future off-world
settlements, as they can condition and even terraform
(but not the huge-scale changes imagined by Musk et
al) areas ahead of human arrival. The idea would see a
lot of money saved, as well as improving quality of life
in off-world settlements. However, much more Earth-
based research would be required first, including the
screening of potential hardy microbial candidates, toxic

or lethal genes, and describing mechanisms for the most
productive symbiosis.

In other news, when it comes to habitats, there are
some fascinating ideas being opined. Whether they are
realistic visions of the future or not, they make some
imaginative solutions to real challenges with settling on
Mars. One Malaysian design team has proposed that
bamboo harvested and grown in situ could be used to
build the first colony on Mars. The ‘Seed of Life’ plan
designers Warith Zaki and Amir Amzar have proposed
that a landing zone be scouted in close proximity to
water, after which a self-deploying ETFE habitat
containing bamboo shoots would be sent to Mars; a drill
would release the subterranean water to support the
bamboo growth. Once fully grown, the bamboo would
be harvested from the growth chamber and woven by
autonomous robots, and then used to build modular
pods to form a complete colony. Each pod, having taken
six years to build, would be filled with water which would
freeze in the Martian climate, to provide additional
protection from the elements. The fast-growing bamboo
would dramatically reduce the amount of building
materials required to be transported for an off-world
settlement; humans have been using it for millennia here
on Earth.

The Seed of Life project is not the only proposal to
incorporate natural building materials. Architect Stefano
Boeri has suggested that a ‘new Shanghai’ comprising
‘vertical forests’ could be built on Mars, utilising plant-
covered towers built under sealed space-proof domes.
The domes could be delivered via the International
Space Station. The work comes off the back of an
invitation to imagine what Shanghai might look like in
2117 for Shanghai Urban Space and Art Season (SUSAS)
2017, in collaboration with Tongji University’s Future City

The ‘Seed of Life’ plan designers Warith
Zaki and Amir Amzar
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Lab and the Chinese Space Agency. Boeri’s vertical
forests are already in place in Milan, Paris will be getting
its own, ‘Foret Blanche’ soon, and an entire city of vertical
forests is planned for China. The domes, too, are very
real, with NASA funding a project in Hawaii in 2019 which
saw six scientists sealed inside a dome on a remote
volcano.

An off-world future?
Some have argued that it is the height of human
arrogance that we believe we even have the right to
settle on other planets. We have made such a mess of
our own planet – pollution, overcrowding, climate
change, depleted resources, etc. – do we really have
the right to do the same to another planet? Moreover,
humankind has some pretty dangerous ideas, with
horrific human rights abuses, extreme violence towards
the vulnerable, and inequality that sees millions of
starving people spread across the globe; are these really
qualities we want to spread?

We have not even traversed beyond the Moon yet,
and already there are arguments between space-faring
nations. In 2019, President Donald Trump launched the
new Space Command, designed to combat a growing
threat to the USA’s extra-terrestrial national interests.
At the time, he stated: “Space Command will ensure that
America’s dominance in space is never questioned and
never threatened.” In response, the Space Kingdom of
Asgardia has voiced concerns of the escalation of
superpowers increasing their influence on space:
“Asgardia cannot condone this move, which they judge
to undermine the neutrality of space. Humankind has

made tremendous advancements through the global
co-operation of the International Space Station and it is
surely in this spirit that space exploration, colonisation
should surely continue.”

“At Asgardia we hugely oppose this continued
rhetoric that nations on Earth need to have a dominant
military presence in space. The expansionist rhetoric of
Trump is a continuation of this worrying trend of world
powers seeking to look after their own self-interests by
laying claim to space whilst showing no regard for their
fellow human beings,” said Lena De Winne, Minister of
Communications for space nation Asgardia. “One of the
key missions of Asgardia is to provide a home in space
for humans, to safeguard the human race in a peaceful
environment – far away from the weapons on Earth that
have the potential to destroy our species. This
announcement from President Trump undermines all
notions of space being a peaceful environment. Instead,
it transitions the battleground of the global superpowers
from Earth to space.”

All arguments aside, technically-speaking, we have
a long way to go before humans successfully settle on
a second planet. Despite the outlandish claims of settling
humans on Mars or the Moon by 2022 – has anyone else
noticed these dates keep getting pushed back? –
realistically, we can expect it to take a few more
generations yet.

That is not to say that we will never get there, but
with so many complicating factors, and we delicate
humans having so many precise requirements to thrive,
it is going to take time and technology that we just don’t
have yet.

ESA's 3D printed moon base. Photo courtesy of ESA
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